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Mousse looked at the three people in front of him without expression. His first reaction
was Whether my sister mu Rushun's experience during her detention is the same as her
own.

"Bang!"

"Er..."

Before the thought of Musi Li was over, a sharp pain first came from his abdomen, and
his whole body retreated because of the sudden great force, until his center of gravity
was unstable and he fell on the iron gate, and his whole body slowly slid down against
the iron gate.

"Tut Tut, rich people are different. They feel like they're kicking."

"Ha ha ha!"

Mu Sili supported the ground with his right hand, slowly raised his cold eyes and
looked up at the three people around him.

"Why do you want to eat us three with your eyes?"

"Pa" loud sound, in the head of the man's voice down when the loud spread, Musi Li
already took advantage of their blink of an eye of the Kung Fu Teng stood up, heart
with great anger, anger into the power of the fist, once again heavily wave to these
three people.

"Hiss Brothers! Cut him

The man who has been kicked to the ground bares his teeth and stares at Musi Li. Musi
Li looks around coldly, quickly pulls up the skinny man who sneaks at him from
behind, and then falls on the man who has already fallen to the ground. Their bodies
collide with each other, and they can't fight back.

Another man suddenly saw that moussili was so capable of fighting, and he was
shocked.
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Mousse stares at him, step by step: "dare to move my family, the end is not good!"

"Yes, yes! Mr. mu, spare your life! Spare my life, spare my life Counsellor man
quickly rubbed his hands and knelt down to beg for mercy, looking pitifully at Musi Li,
hoping to avoid a beating.

"Any more noise, get out of the cell!" Outside the cell, there was an angry shout. Musi
Li looked back slowly and saw that the guard was shouting.

"Hum." Musi Li snorted coldly and looked around the empty and narrow cell. Musi Li
found a corner and sat down against the wall.

"Big brother! You will be our big brother in the future The counsellor was the first to
climb over and beg for the surrender.

Musili didn't pay attention to what the person in front of him said, although he heard
his words clearly.

Kangmobei, if it wasn't for you, Bai nianxi would marry me. Why, even if you don't
do anything, the invisible force will break you and me into opposition

"Big brother? What do you think? " The defecting man asked in a low voice.

Mousse looked back at the man in front of him, then looked up at the two men who
were still writhing on the ground.

"What's your name? Why are you here? " Musi asked casually.

The man's eyes suddenly lost their luster: "I Poor, I couldn't think of robbing an old
woman's bag Then... "

"Well," Muse sneered, "trash, stay away from me."

"Big brother, I came in fighting." The little skinny man who was knocked down
quickly crawled over. Maybe he thought that Musi Li could curry favor with him and
rely on him to earn a living.

Just now the most fierce strong man, with an unconvinced face, leaned against the wall
and turned his head. He didn't look at mousse at all.

"And you?" Moose left the room and asked the strong man.

"Well, it's none of your business." Strong men have no interest in musili -



"ha ha ha, fun." Shen Shimo is lying on the bed. After such a long time of
hospitalization, his injury has been completely cured, but Wei Xia does not give him
the discharge, so he can only choose to continue to stay in hospital.

He is bored in brushing his mobile phone, and does not need to use search engines to
search the news he is interested in. The court confrontation between Mujia and
Kangjia has been the center of the vortex of public opinion.

"Young master, the Mu family is so stupid, ha ha," Shen Shimo's staff are also
brushing their mobile phones. He is watching the news that the Mu family has failed to
save mu Rushuang, and even brought Mu Sili in. "Now the Kang family and the Mu
family are not good. What's the next step, young master?"

"Well, that's a good question," Shen Shimo reminded, and he also thought of the next
goal, which had not been arranged. "It's better to What's the matter with Shen? "

"Er..." His men suddenly faltered.

Silent shallow frown, face is meaningful smile: "how, do you think the difficulty is
high?"

"This..." His subordinates were suddenly asked, and suddenly they became nervous,
"Shen Da Shao Er, like the young master, Shen Hedan's bases are all in the United
States. I don't think it's easy for US laws to be so strict with business. "

"Well, of course I know. Go out and call my mother by the way." Shen Shimo finished
chatting with his subordinates. It's time for him to plan the next step.

Wei Xia personally serves her son's three meals a day. It's not good to have more salt
and not to have strict nutrition. In recent months, Shen Shimo's tongue has been thin.

His subordinates specially come to find Wei Xia. Wei Xia smiles scornfully to show
her helplessness to Shen Shimo's son. Then she pushes the dining car and slowly
comes to Shen Shimo's ward.

"Mom, I want to leave hospital. I've been in hospital for nearly three months and
suffocated." When Shen Shimo sees Wei Xia come in, the first thing is to
complain."To be honest, lie down for me. It's a hundred days since I hurt my muscles
and bones. You're still ten days away." Wei Xia side of the table with a sick number,
said at the same time.

"Now the Mu family, mu Rushuang, is going to be in prison for 10 years. Looking at
Bai nianxi's posture, Mu Sili can't escape from prison. There is only one lonely old
man left in the Mu family." Shen Shimo talks about the pain and pleasure of Mu



family.

Wei Xia's helplessness in her eyes was replaced by praise: "the collapse of the Mu
family and the Kang family, you do a beautiful job, but ah, you see the fight between
the Kang family and the Mu family, both of them suffered a lot."

"Well?" Silence seems to hear something deep.

"Don't wait for the chance. When someone who can compete with Shen Hedan appears,
it's too expensive to go against Shen Hedan and end up in person." Wei Xia light way.

"No way!" Shen Shimo vehemently objected, and the voice volume also increased a
little. "Now Shen Hedan's wings are all broken, so that Shen Hedan can't turn over at
one stroke!"

"You You are too young and full of spirit Wei Xia's tone suddenly changed.

"I don't care," Shen Shimei turned out of bed, picked up the laptop on one side and
then turned back to bed, "on the last day of this year, Shen has no place to die!"

Wei Xia hesitated, but she didn't say any more. Seeing her son's strong and resolute
attitude, she thought she couldn't persuade her, so she had to remind her: "be careful."

Shen Shimo no longer talks to his mother, opens his e-mail and reads the long
accumulated e-mails from the United States.

Qianqiu group, a fierce quarrel, came out from the planning department, the outside
staff have a look.

"Director Isn't that good? Our venues are all set up. You can't say it at this time. How
can it be like this? " The minister talked with the new director.
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